4/19/2010 - NWF/ UWF Joint IEEE Meeting and UWF SSE Tour

There will be a NWF/UWF Joint IEEE Meeting and UWF SSE (School of Science and Engineering) tour on Monday, April 19th, 2010, from 6:00 pm until 8:00pm, at the University of West Florida’s SSE department, building 4, room 102. The event will initiate at 6:00pm with a brief thirty to forty-five minute presentation with the following speakers:

1. Dr. Leonard ter Haar – Chairman of UWF SSE
2. Dr. Mohamed Khabou – Advisor of UWF IEEE Student Branch
3. Ms. Gretchen VanValkenburg – Associate Director of Development
4. Mr. William "Bill" Kanne – Chairman of IEEE NWF Section
5. Mr. David White – Chairman of UWF IEEE Student Branch

The initial thirty minutes of the event will be spent in a short presentation of SSE in general, such as goals and values, as well as the roles that are played from UWF IEEE and NWF IEEE. After the presentation, we will conduct a tour of the facility starting with the Holodeck, since it is the closest attraction to the auditorium. Mr. David Algeo will be the host for that section of the tour, which will provide everyone the greatest 3-D experience this department has to offer. After the Holodeck, the next attraction will be the Unmanned Systems Lab. From there, student members will explain the current projects that are taking place as well as the goals, missions, and challenges that take place during their involvement. The final attraction will be the Laser Lab, hosted by Dr. Laszlo Ujj. Dr. Ujj will provide some of the latest laser technology that is being educated in SSE. Free refreshments will be provided at this event, and we look forward to a great and entertaining evening!

For this event, we strongly suggest that attendees RSVP to our Section Secretary, Jim Hogue, by email to jhogue@icbergan.com. This is only necessary to ensure that our Section provides enough food for the event. The event should offer you an unparalleled opportunity to see in a small group environment what our local University has to offer in the field of Engineering with their new School of Science and Engineering (SSE).

Please observe parking regulations/restrictions during your visit. A campus map is available at http://nautical.dev.uwf.edu/NautImg/CampusMap/Site0001/fullmap.jpg. Efforts will be made to simplify the normal parking permit process since your arrival will be after business hours and visitor center will be closed.